OCR GCSE Geography B [9-1]

Get your facts straight with
this Memory Geogger!!!

Test your knowledge of the following units
5.

Urban Futures ✓

6.

Dynamic Development

7.

UK in the 21st century

8.

Resource Reliance

created by: adageogjoe

1.

Advanced countries—abbreviation and example of one

2.

Emerging and developing countries —abbreviation and example of one

3.

Low income developing countries —abbreviation and example of one

4.

Cities with a population over 10 million

5.

Most important cities in the global economy

6.

Trans-national companies—abbreviates to ? Give named e.g of one?

7.

The movement of people from the countryside to the cities

8.

Things that force or encourage people to leave the countryside

9.

Things that attract people to the city

10. A result of a higher birth rate than death rate
11. Person that moves from one place to another to live
12. Things like transport, power and water supply
13. A crowded urban area where people live in inadequate housing
14. Where people build their homes on any land that is available
15. Movement of people from the centre of the city to the edge or suburbs
16. The expansion of cities
17. Open space around cities on which no further development is allowed
18. Improving cities by building new homes and improving the quality of life for local
residents
19. Moving out of cities to the countryside or small towns
20. People moving back into cities
21. City with a population of more than 20 million
22. Population that is from many different countries
23. Movement of people between countries
24. The ideas, customs, and social behaviour of a particular people or society

25. Relating to a particular race of people:
26. The act of buying and using things
27. Extreme differences between poverty and wealth, as well as in peoples' wellbeing and
access to things like jobs, housing and education
28. Jobs where people do not pay taxes or have contracts
29. Economic, social and environmental development to meet people’s needs now without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs
30. A site in an urban area, either derelict or with old buildings, that could be used for future development
31. Brazilian word for slum
32. In 2010 ??% of the world's population were living in urban areas
33. The most urbanised countries are EDCS T or F?
34. This continent is urbanising most rapidly
35. This continent contains most of the World's megacities

36. In 1950 there were only ? Megacities; located in AC s
37. World cities are H for I. T. H = ? I. T. = ?
38. Most TNCs have their HQ's in what sort of city?
39. WOTW - describes Birmingham in its early days
40. I.G. when a city grows because its BR>DR
41. ISSO' = 4 challenges of urbanisation
42. A city with >20 million people; only China currently has these
43. Jewellery, Cadburys, Cars, Curry & Students are examples of Birmingham's G.C's
44. LOB - biggest in UK, we went there, an example of regeneration in Birmingham
45. This 'S' is an affluent (rich) area of Birmingham

46. This 'S' is a deprived (poor) area of Birmingham
47. Q = Birmingham fieldwork opinion based data
48. Q = Birmingham numbers based data
49. Brazil - urban case study name
50. This 'p' means ridding the slums of drug gangs and crime
51. Projects to improve areas should be 'S.E.E.' sustainable. 'SEE' = ?
52. Rio is divided into ? [number] zones
53. Famous beach in Rio
54. 2 sporting events which put Rio on the map
55. A sustainable transport scheme for the favellas in Rio was ?

Topics I found easy:

Topics that need work:

Questions for my teacher:

My action points:

Resources to help me:
A) adageogjoe website Unit 5: urban futures
B) SENECA learning
C) Knowledge Organisers
D) BBC Bitesize OCR B Geography

